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Foreword

Postcolonial theory came of age in the 1980s. By the second decade of the twenty-first century it had become the more varied cross-disciplinary field of “postcolonial studies,” and it is out of this interdisciplinary research area that the Postcolonial Studies Association and, more specific to our concerns here, the 2012 postgraduate and early-career scholar conference on the Postcolonial City emerged. The new version of postcolonial studies now reacts to a large number of external pressures such as the new world of post-“war-on-terror” geopolitics (Boehmer and Morton 2009; Houen 2002) and the Arab Spring (Chambers and Watkins 2013), as well as to an equally wide variety of internal academic pressures from feminists, queer theorists, religious minorities, anti-capitalist and environmental activists, and advocates of animal rights. 
     The neat divisions of margin and centre, metropole and periphery that were so central to earlier versions of postcolonialism are now increasingly recognized to be blurred and interpenetrating; however, at the same time, postcolonial studies is still about adopting a position of oppositionality –– as Salman Rushdie puts it, its principal and ongoing task is to “argue with the world” (1991, 277). One of the main things it argues about is the geographical and conceptual border and how best to cross it (“cross” in the double sense of traversing and menacing). In his 1990 essay “DissemiNation,” for instance, Homi K. Bhabha challenges the binaries set up by dominant narratives of the nation and seeks to dismantle its hierarchization, whether explicit or implicit, of the “West and the rest.” In place of these hierarchical divisions, Bhabha posits the border as a liberating space, advocating “[t]he turning of the differentiated spatial boundary, the ‘outside’, into the authenticating ‘inward’ time of Tradition” (2005 [1990], 213-14). 
     Postcolonial studies similarly deconstructs the boundaries between the rational and the affective, between the researcher and the researched, between the written word and orality, between theory and activism –– and many more. Here, however, it is the boundary between different academic disciplines that concerns us, as this is central both to the Postcolonial Studies Association and to this special issue of Interventions. The PSA’s mission, much like that of Interventions, is to “foster relevant work on, across and between such areas as anthropology, area studies, cultural studies, developmental studies, economics, gender studies […] and others.” Interdisciplinary and cross-period approaches are at the heart of this special issue, too, and it would be hard to find more appropriate methodologies for dealing with the postcolonial city. Contributing authors have drawn on insights from media, film and ethnography, from history and political activism, as well as from area studies and literature. Crucially, their writing does not aim at the kind of multidisciplinarity in which, in Joe Moran’s words, there is a “simple juxtaposition of two or more disciplines” and “the relationship between [these] disciplines is merely one of proximity” (2002, 14). On the contrary, for the essays collected here interdisciplinarity has been mutually “transformative” (Moran 2002, 15), with the authors “shar[ing] in creating a field that belongs to no one, not even to those who create it” (Minh-ha 1991, 107-8). 
     Much recent postcolonial research has continued to discuss key terms in the field like “the other,” “alterity” and “border crossing” (see, for example, Acqarone 2013; Black 2010).  However, these postcolonial theorizations of border crossing have arguably not paid enough attention to the materiality of borders, and their very real consequences for those without the right passport, the right name, or the right skin colour. Routine humiliations at passport control of people of Arab, African or South Asian appearance have increased in the wake of the “war on terror,” but their historical antecedents must not be forgotten. David Oluwale, about whom Caryl Phillips writes so powerfully in his article for this issue, came to the city of Leeds in the late 1940s as a migrant from Nigeria. Branded “illegal” by the authorities, he was possessed of neither the required documents, nor the correct appearance, nor the appropriate attitude. As Phillips shows, he was in and out of prison before spending eight shattering years in a local psychiatric hospital. After being released, he was homeless, and in the spring of 1969, his body was found in the River Aire: two policemen, neither eventually convicted for murder, were suspected of having drowned him. 
     In his 1973 poem “Time Come,” the Jamaican-born Londoner Linton Kwesi Johnson movingly writes: 
	
When yu fling mi inna prison
		I did warn yu
	When yu kill Oluwale
		I did warn yu (Johnson 2002, 21-2)

Oluwale’s inclusion in Johnson’s dub poem, Phillips’s continuing determination to commemorate his life and death, and the current local campaign to create a David Oluwale Memorial Garden in Leeds, all show the shadow cast over the city by its appalling treatment of one of its most vulnerable migrants. Yet they also demonstrate some of the ways in which the city’s colonial past is being challenged and rewritten by its critics. This special issue of Interventions explores the dismantling and remaking, as well as the persistence, of colonialism across a wide range of metropolitan spaces, from Leeds itself (where the 2012 conference took place) to Cairo’s Garbage-City, to Johannesburg’s Newtown. 
     Such variety is not surprising. From Jane Jacobs’s Edge of Empire: Postcolonialism and the City (1996) to Rashmi Varma’s The Postcolonial City and its Subjects: London, Nairobi, Bombay (2011), there has been an outpouring of research on postcolonial cities over the last couple of decades. This is in part a reflection of current social and demographic trends. More than half the world’s population currently live in cities, with the number being projected to increase to 70% by 2050 (World Health Organization [GHO]). Cities today are both enormous “vessel[s] filled with human experience” (Preston and Simpson-Housley 1994, 1) and immensely powerful engines for “social transformation and economic prosperity” (Bradley and Katz 2013, 10); as Jennifer Bradley and Bruce Katz put it, a “metropolitan revolution” is currently underway in which whole national economies are effectively being turned into “networks of metropolitan economies,” and in which the global city stands as an icon for a world economy in which cities have become the primary drivers of social and cultural, as well as economic, change (Bradley and Katz 2013, 10; see also Short 2004). 
     But are global cities postcolonial cities? The global city is perhaps best understood as a relatively recent phenomenon, co-extensive with economic developments in late-capitalist modernity and allied to spiralling increases in world population, both of which help account for accelerated rates of urbanization –– the unevenly developed transition from rural to urban ways of living –– all over the world  (Bishop et al. 2003, 5; see also Sassen 2001). The postcolonial city, on the other hand, is connected to a more distant past: it is both informed and transformed by the “long” colonial histories that shape it, as well as by more recent patterns of migration, and the social dynamics tied in with these, which are in turn often linked directly or indirectly to the colonial past (King 2009; McLeod 2004; Varma 2011). 
     To some extent, postcolonial cities reflect the double meaning inscribed within the term “postcolonial,” which –– in keeping with other “post” terms –– registers both continuity and break, and which inhabits the rich tensions between these. Hence, the postcolonial city can alternately be seen as a dynamic site of social and cultural interaction in which colonial legacies have effectively been superseded, or as a riven site of social and cultural conflict in which colonial ways of thinking and acting are either deliberately or inadvertently re-invented and rehearsed. In this last sense, postcolonial cities, like all cities, make and unmake themselves in an ongoing process of creative dissolution in which –– to borrow the words of one of the contributors to this volume, Ed Charlton –– the imaginative possibilities of “urban renewal” are always shadowed by the material realities of “spatial decay.” To put this in a slightly different way, postcolonial cities exclude even as they embrace. As is clearly shown by Javier Stanziola in this volume, they produce marginality, both within themselves and between themselves and other cities (Stanziola’s fascinating example is his own birthplace, Panama City, which he sees simultaneously as a globalized and a colonized city, subject to the various outside forces that have historically produced it as a military outpost, a crossroads of the drugs war, and an international commercial hub). 
     This cautionary account of the postcolonial city, which finds new ways of reproducing the colonial conditions from which it seeks to disengage, is worth bearing in mind in the work that follows here. So too are some of the ways in which the study of postcolonial cities risks reproducing the general shortcomings of postcolonial criticism, such as the problem of “culturalism,” the problem of metropolitan bias, and the problem of external influence and frame of reference (King 2009). In the first case, it surely bears repeating that cities are not just assemblages of cultural practices –– if they are also that –– but economic engines for development and productivity; and that what they produce has as much to do with the systemic inequalities of global capitalism as it does with global capitalism’s continuing, and continually restated, obsession with “change” and “growth.” In the second case, the routine folding of cosmopolitanism into metropolitanism –– as if cosmopolitanism of whatever kind (critical, vernacular, etc.) were only to be found in the city –– continues the neglect of rural experience to be found just about everywhere in the history of postcolonial criticism; while in the third, the postcolonial city, like the postcolonial itself, must contend with the at least partly legitimate criticism that it is an outsider’s label, projected onto people and places that are not necessarily invited to comment on, or participate in, the various individual and institutional projects that are generally considered to constitute postcolonial cultural work. 
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